
Dear Chairman Perez: 
 
In the summer of 2018, you leveled with the African American community in saying, “We lost elections not only in November 2016, but we 
…took too many people for granted and African Americans—our most loyal constituency—we all too frequently took for granted. That is a 
shame on us, folks, and for that I apologize. And for that I say, it will never happen again!” 
 
Nearly two years later – in Black History Month no less – it’s happening again to African Americans and other people of color by allowing Iowa 
and New Hampshire to begin the primary season. People complain of #OscarsSoWhite but so are the candidates with “momentum” after Iowa 
and New Hampshire voted. This issue has been discussed extensively in the recent past, but none more poignantly than the February 5 editorial 
in The Boston Globe, entitled “Kill the tradition: N.H. and Iowa should not vote first.”  
 
The Editorial Board of the newspaper observes, “…only 1.7 percent of New Hampshire’s population is Black, in a country where Blacks make 
up 12 percent of the population. Or consider that the nation’s percentage of Latinos is triple that of New Hampshire’s, at only 6.1 percent…Both 
Iowa and New Hampshire have a higher proportion of homeowners than the national average, which means that, in addition to privileging the 
concerns of the whiter, older segments of the US population and the policy…the early voting in these states probably discounts the perspectives 
of those who rent rather than those who have secure housing.” The editorial goes on to say, “With each passing election, the privileged place of 
Iowa and New Hampshire becomes harder to defend.” 
 
It’s beginning to feel a lot like 1968 when Fannie Lou Hammer exclaimed, “I’m sick and tired of being sick and tired.” Indeed, my pastor, church 
family and I believe it is beyond time to begin the nominating process with a more representative electorate so that candidates take the time to 
understand, empathize and appreciate communities of color. More importantly, we want a standard-bearer whose policies reflect the diversity of 
our nation and the concerns of your “most loyal constituency.” Furthermore, the victories the Democratic Party touts (e.g., U.S. Senator Doug 
Jones of Alabama, the crucial victories in the 2018 midterm elections, etc.) were made possible by Black voters, Black women particularly. Why 
not start with in a state like Michigan, Ohio or even Georgia? Or change the order so that Nevada and South Carolina vote first? 
 
I will put my prayers for this vision into action by continuing to write, call, text, tweet, post, register others to vote and vote myself in local, state 
and federal elections for candidates who share my values, goals and appreciate the importance of African American voters. 
 

Sincerely, 
 

_________________________ (Your Signature) 
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